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Totally Managed Workflow. Totally Integrated.
“Totally integrated” means you can rest assured that any pre-existing system components will
work seamlessly with the IdentityDefender suite of identity management products. Certain
IdentityDefender modules are web-enabled, providing ultimate flexibility in an unlimited array of
system models. The end result of a fully-compliant HSPD-12 system is a unique and completely
secure ID in the form of an end-state PIV card. IdentityDefender goes the distance by managing
the entire PIV I workflow, resulting in complete PIV II compliance, using a totally secure process
from start to finish. In fact, an advanced system of intelligent checks and balances is built right
into each software module to ensure that “secure workflow” is the system’s first and foremost
concern. A truly compliant solution must create and utilize a smart card ID that is fully-integrated
into both the physical and logical security environments. Other products serve as only part
of an end-to-end solution. IdentityDefender delivers the entire system. The complete suite of
IdentityDefender software solutions will fit seamlessly into any existing configuration, whether it’s
a shared service provider model or an internal setup. IdentityDefender is all about customization,
from user interface to data forms and card templates. So whether you need to build from the
ground up, or you just need a few pieces of the puzzle, Lenel IdentityDefender will be there to
help your system achieve total compliance.

IdentityDirector - The IDMS That Does It All
IdDirector is a complete identity management system (IDMS) solution. The IDMS is the central
workhorse of any ID solution, commanding workflow, communication, and security. IdDirector is
built and engineered from the ground up to fully comply with FIPS 201 requirements, so there is
no need to look any further for a central hub for your system. With full integration into external
databases, biometric checks, background agencies, and card production clearing houses,
IdDirector makes achieving HSPD-12 easier. IdDirector even fits seamlessly into a shared
service provider configuration. Advanced PKI and strong security checks ensure that a trusted,
managed process is guiding your workflow. With foolproof setup, a customizable interface and
open architecture, IdDirector is the IDMS that brings it all together.

IdentityCollector - The Total Enrollment Solution

Secure. Modular. Complete.

■ Modular - Modules can be purchased individually, or in
combination to provide a complete, end-to-end identity
management solution
■ Meets all requirements of FIPS 201 and related NIST
special publications
■ Web-enabled
■ Customizable user interface
■ Fully customizable data forms and card templates
■ Secure system of “checks and balances” between
software modules
■ Intelligent PKI infrastructure
■ Compatable with PIV II end state cards and all the latest
smart card technologies
■ Complete graphical personalization capabilities
■ Convergence of physical and logical security

IdCollector makes any PIV I workflow system easy and manageable. Built around FIPS 201
and NIST requirements, the IdCollector enrollment system helps agencies acquire all enrollment
data within a secure and controlled environment. Biometrics and breeder documents can
be acquired through a wide array of capture devices, systems, and databases. All image
and biometric acquisition meet strict NIST requirements, so you no longer need to ask “am I
compliant?” With an advanced system of secure checks and balances with the IDMS, you can
rest assured that your entire enrollment process will be as secure as possible. The IdCollector
web-enabled architecture promotes unlimited system scalability. Based upon the Lenel n-Tiered
architecture, IdCollector will securely handle your workflow in any system design. Whether in a
centralized enrollment environment or a massive enrollment network within a shared services
implementation, IdCollector is the only enrollment solution you need.

IdentityProducer and IdentityActivator - Complete Card
Production and Issuance
You have a complete enrollment system in place. Your IDMS is ready to go. You have secured
your process. All you need are the cards. The IdProducer and IdActivator solutions go the
distance by creating, authenticating, issuing, and producing end-state PIV cards. IdProducer
and IdActivator go above and beyond the requirements to create the most secure environment
possible for verifying identity. Built-in 1:1 biometric checks, visual authentication, and step-bystep wizards are just a few of the features that make IdProducer and IdActivator solutions capable
of taking HSPD-12 to a whole new level. From card generation to personalization, and printing to
issuance, all bases are covered. With PKI signatures, card applets, physical and logical secure
credentials, CHUID, FASC-n, and customizable containers, IdProducer and IdActivator offer the
functionality to meet your FIPS 201 needs.

■ 1:1 biometric checks at time of issuance
■ Secure integration with external databases such as human
resource systems and current access control databases
■ Open architecure allows integration with current third-party
physical and logical access control systems
■ Secure communication with a card management system
(CMS) to manage logical credential life cycle, revocation,
and renewal
■ Full support for the shared services model
■ Centralized and “on-site” card production support
■ Complete, managed system workflow
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A Modular Solution That Offers Easy, Piece-By-Piece Integration Into Any Existing Setup
The IdentityDefender product suite is totally modular. Four individual software pieces can be used in conjunction with third-party system
implementations, or together in any combination to create a complete IdentityDefender solution. Whether purchased separately or with
other IdentityDefender modules, each self-contained software piece meets a very specific need in an organization’s identity management
implementation. IdentityDefender’s four modules are engineered from the ground up using Lenel’s industry-leading open architecture
development approach. This means that any of the IdentityDefender modules can fit into any third-party system using advanced APIs
and software tools. Whether an organization needs only to fill a gap in its current system or wants to start from the ground up, each
IdentityDefender module will fully integrate with the current system architecture to fill the void.

Converging Physical and Logical Security
In today’s business environment, it is increasingly important for physical and logical security operations to work together to protect an
organization’s tangible and intangible assets. IdentityDefender effortlessly creates secure and trusted smart card credentials for use in
physical and logical security environments. With easy and secure integration into any third-party logical or physical access control system,
IdentityDefender’s secure credentialling capabilities completely eliminate the need for multiple passwords and ID cards. IdentityDefender
uses secure collection methods to obtain personal information such as biometric and demographic data that verifies the credentials of a
cardholder. No longer does an organization need to print separate badges and create separate passwords for physical versus logical use.
IdentityDefender eliminates the gap between physical and logical security.
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